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Outline

• GIS basics - simple rules

• Presentation of Nextgen project

• Installation QGIS, exercise with Nextgen data
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Introduction

• GIS are powerful tools to be used in evolutionary studies

• Geographic information can be combined with phenotype, 
genotype, and environmental data 

• Visualization of the spatial distribution of genetic variants 
and of spatial factors influencing evolutionary processes

• GIS make it easy to explore and display genetic information 
at multiple scales, and to overlay this information with 
physical barriers, land cover or topographic maps

• They are designed to store, handle, display, and analyze any 
kind of data representing objects (individuals, populations, 
areas, etc.) characterized by geographic coordinates

• X = longitude and Y = latitude (Z = altitude)



Geographic Coordinates

• Geographic coordinates constitute additional variables in the data sets

• Allow researchers to visualize a spatial distribution and to interconnect different 

thematic databases (e.g. molecular data, economic data, environmental data, etc.) 

• No problem when these types of data are analysed separately in a GIS

• But analysis of integrated data makes it necessary to solve several issues to ensure 

geographical comparability

• Within a GIS the different data sets will constitute several separate information 

layers, whose overlay is possible only if their geographic components (X,Y) use the 

same projection system

• A projection system is a method of representing the surface of a sphere on a 

plane, which is necessary for creating maps 

• Data sets from diverse national and thematic origins are produced in diverse 

projection systems (the location on the earth and the surface of a country 

influence the choice of the projection system)
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Vector layers

Composed of a geographic layer 
that contains the geometry and of 
a table of attributes for each
geometric object

• Points

• Lines

• Polygons

http://2012books.lardbucket.org/books/geographic-information-system-basics/s08-02-vector-data-
models.html
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Raster layer

Matrix of pixels either composed
of :

• Multiple spectral bands (RGB : 
Red-Green-Blue).

• A «Z» variable (Altitude, slope, 
interpolated temperature, 
etc.)

Commonly used raster layers in a GIS : Aerial photography (left) and 
Digital Elevation Model (right)

http://2012books.lardbucket.org/books/geographic-information-system-basics/s08-01-raster-data-
models.html
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Geographic Coordinates

• Given frequent heterogeneity, a universal lon/lat projection system in decimal 

degrees, with a standard World Geodetic System (WGS 84) is often used

• This coordinate system is made of latitude lines (parallels) that run 

horizontally, and of vertical longitude lines called meridians. 

• Parallels are equidistant from each other, and each degree of latitude is 

approximately 111 km apart, with some variation due to the fact that the 

earth is not a perfect sphere but an oblate ellipsoid. 

• Degrees of latitude are numbered from 0 to 90 north and south.

• Zero degrees is the equator, 90 north is the North Pole and 90 south is the 

South Pole

• Meridians converge at the poles and are widest at the equator (111 km apart)

• Zero degrees longitude is located at Greenwich, England 

• The degrees continue 180 east and 180 west



Geo coordinates and spatial analysis

• Projected systems for which a geographical location is converted 
from the ellipsoid (distances expressed in degrees) to a 
corresponding location on a two-dimensional surface (x and y 
expressed in meters) are preferred for analyses (National systems)

• Where no national system exists, use the Universal Transverse 
Mercator (UTM) coordinate system, a projected coordinate system 
covering the entire globe 

• Divides the earth into sixty 6°-wide longitudinal zones
• To facilitate the identification of coordinate systems among GIS 

software, the European Petroleum Survey Group (EPSG) database is 
a widely used database referencing all projected coordinate 
systems, implemented in every GIS and providing them with a 
unique ID (e.g. EPSG: 4326 = WGS84)



Software

• Many GIS software

• Universal GIS software do not exist

• Current rule: go for free and open source tools 
because  commercial solutions are very 
expensive (e.g. ESRI products)

• Also because the community supporting the 
main open GIS software is very large and 
efficient

• Main open GIS software = QGIS
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ArcGIS ?

• Most popular GIS

• Among the oldest (1969)

• Lot of development

• Good management of 
databases

• Good 3D module (ArcScene)

But…

• (Very) Expensive

• Incompatibilities between
versions

• Heavy and slow

• Difficulties to manage licences
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Quantum GIS

Visualisation in Quantum GIS

• Free, open source and easy-
to-use GIS software

• Big community developing
Python Plug-ins



Software

• No straightforward to automate operations in GIS, 
therefore, programming languages such as R are useful 
for parallel use

• R is able to run several GIS packages 
– rgdal for the import of geodata 
– GISTools for general GIS operations
– rasters for their display 
– spdep, and spatstat for spatial statistics and analysis

• While these packages are efficient to import or display 
large rasters and vectors, customization options are 
more limited than in a dedicated GIS



Import the main dataset (samples)

• The first step in a GIS project is to import a vector file containing samples 

coordinates

• QGIS has a plugin to easily import GPS coordinates, either directly from a 

GPS device or through vector files, such as .kml or .gpx

• These formats are converted to shapefiles (.shp) due to the easier 

management of their attributes and projection system associated with 

vector units

• Delimited text files (tab, or space delimited, csv) can be easily opened in 

QGIS and be transformed into shapefiles

• It is recommended to project all layers in the same coordinate System

• To project a layer with QGIS, right-click on the layer and change the 

coordinate system in the “save as” option

• The newly projected layer will then be automatically loaded to the project



Background dataset

• One or more background layer(s) to constitute the geographic context

• From raster data or from an online maps (Google, Bing, OpenStreetMap)

• OpenLayer plugin in QGIS allows the addition of a background base-map 
to the QGIS interface 

• When using raster layers such as elevation data or climatic variables, 
adding a semi-transparent shaded relief will enhance the contrast and 
reveal the topography 

• QGIS has a Terrain analysis module in which a hill-shade layer can be 
computed from a Digital Elevation Model 

• It is advisable to cut rasters and vectors to the size of the study area using 
the clipper tool to facilitate their display and reduce computation time. 
Note that the succession of layers in the main frame depends on the order 
of layers shown on the left panel of the application.





UE FP7                             project

• 2010-2014

• Next generation methods to preserve farm 
animal biodiversity by optimizing present and 
future breeding options

• Morocco, Iran (sheep&gopats), Uganda 
(cattle)













Geographic representativeness



Cost constraint (WGS)

• ~1300 sheep and 1300 goats sampled and 
preceisely georeferenced but expensive WGS 
planned

• How to maximise the information about the 
correlation between climatic factors and 
allele’s presence with a limited number of 
genetic samples (~160) ?







Exercise 2.1

• Installation QGIS

• Exercise with Nextgen data (create a project, 
import a vector dataset)

• https://lasig.epfl.ch/lgcberlin




